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Highgate Cemetery presents an extraordinary mosaic of 
culture and ecology. An opportunity to realise a unique 
collaborative and place-based approach to design and 
conservation in the landscape. Fundamental to this is 
cross-fertilising precise analytical baseline information 
with knowledge embedded in the community, to evolve a 
set of core design principles that substantiate each action.
Every aspect of design and stewardship is interrelated 
within a vision that is relational, long-term orientated, 
and incrementally transformative. A vision that cultivates 
a collective dimension and energy through process driven 
actions both creative and scholarly.

This is a delicate act of balancing values; enhancing the 
living spirit of the cemetery while nurturing the nuanced 
art of conservation. The cemetery is more than an 
assemblage of historic monuments, it is a living landscape. 
An urban forest embracing the dynamics of time, territory 
and memory. A landscape that now requires radical care-
taking, to safeguard the future and integrity, both of specific 
features and the special character of the whole which are 
inseparable. An action plan based on the interdependence 
of all life, structured by above and below ground critical 
infrastructure; soils, surface water, trees and plants. An 
ecology of natural cycles and the human experience - 
growth and decay - profound and serene.

APPROACH SUMMARY
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INTRODUCTION

Highgate Cemetery forms a distinguished and biodiverse 
context to a discussion on personal loss and public 
memory, city living and the transient interdependencies 
of life. The extraordinary landscape of the cemetery 
is not only a cultural record at the intersection of 
geology, biodiversity, architecture and social history, it 
is a landscape constantly in a state of flux. Embracing 
and curating this dynamic is the opportunity that the 
landscape masterplan presents in securing the future of 
the place in an imaginative and meaningful way, that 
continues to inspire. 

At a tantalising touch point high up on Swains Lane, 
the East and West cemeteries are connected and at the 
same time separated.  The West Cemetery is defined by 
its unique dramatic design, monumental excavations 
and atmosphere; the East is more consistent and less 
remarkable in design. Both are embraced in a lofty tree 
canopy composed of planted and self-set trees around 
gravestones and monuments creating a multitude of 
microclimates and habitats. The cemetery is located 
within a topography that dips steeply to the south, with 
potential views, ecologies and hydrological features lost 
in time and waiting to be revealed, along with many 
fascinating narratives yet to be told. We feel sure that the 

vision for each side can both respect and enhance the 
essential historic landscape character while giving scope 
for innovation and intervention in realising long term 
sustainability and resilience.

In order to balance many delicate and complex issues, 
we believe an evolving Landscape Masterplan needs 
to be iterative. It also requires an ambitious, scholarly 
and sensitive Landscape Action Plan. This will not only 
review the landscape aspects of the Conservation Plan, 
but it will also go further by making value judgements to 
set clear landscape priorities, using newly commissioned 
surveys as they become available, tabulating detailed 
actions against weighted issues and opportunities across 
the disciplines. The action plan will require the close 
collaboration of our trans-disciplinary and expert team 
to develop an inspired framework for the masterplan, 
along with a robust cost appraisal and a hybrid Landscape 
Management and Maintenance Plan that integrates 
aspects of ecological impact. Core design principles that 
form the action plan will be critical to help guide the 
long-term vision and operational approach, providing 
specific ‘nested’ detail design within a high-level plan.

CORE DESIGN PRINCIPLES

PRINCIPLE 1 | SUPPORTING AN ACTIVE BURIAL GROUND

‘Long-abandoned graves have the potential to provide 
a much-needed place of burial and thereby to keep the 
cemetery landscape alive’ 1

The cemetery is an intriguing and complex mosaic. 
Keeping Highgate alive as a working cemetery is vital 
to preserve its special character and prevent its decline. 
Unlike others in the group of grand Victorian cemeteries, 
commonly known as the ‘Magnificent Seven’, Highgate 
still offers burial although space is diminishing for future 
generations unless respectful and creative action is taken. 
The intention is that long-abandoned graves are taken 
back where the last burial was over 75 years ago or where 
the grave is empty, through the implementation of an 
Act of Parliament to create a ‘small but steady supply’2  
of renewed graves. At the same time the infrastructure 
of the cemetery, including materiality of monuments, 
planting, paths, soil and surface water management can 
be progressively addressed.

In recent years there has been clearance of vegetation from 
monuments along main paths revealing more haphazard 
burials and memorials which tend to dilute the special 
character derived from the most impressive monuments 
adjacent to the principal paths. There is an opportunity 
to both conserve and free up new grave space along 
these main drives by reusing historic memorials, not 
only where appropriate space allows, but also by allowing 
burials in the intended open verges without associated 
new memorials perhaps marked simply by engraved 
kerbstones along the drive (existing or new). In this way, 
the pattern of open space is maintained with the rhythm 
of Victorian monuments.

Inside the compartments more monuments are damaged 
or lost where we feel there is more opportunity for grave 
renewal and to rethink the design. New options such 
as areas of woodland burial could create beautifully 
biodiverse enclaves, recycling memorials and some 
discrete secluded areas of new memorials may be possible 
for children, for example.
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PRINCIPLE 2 | RESPECTING THE PAST AND PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

‘The character of the Highgate Conservation Area is formed 
by the relationship of topography, open spaces, urban form 
and architectural details.’3

Highgate Cemetery forms a large and important part of 
the Conservation Area. Many of the monuments and 
tombs are individually protected by statutory listing, 
while the importance of the landscape as a whole is 
recognised in the List of Historic Parks and Gardens.

The cemetery is a set piece, but it is also dynamic. Based 
on sound survey information, technical and cultural 
rationale, we will carefully curate a masterplan that 
celebrates the exceptional heritage while anticipating 
measures that need to be put in place, with an artist’s eye. 

The cemetery, celebrated across the world, is now at 
a crossroads where the status quo is not an option. If 
this unique record of human activity that embodies 
the ‘aspiration, skills and investment of successive 
generations’4  is to be sustained, creative management is 
required to protect it as a living landscape for the use of 
future generations not only for burial but also as a place 
of reflection and respite. Protecting the fundamental 
functional requirements of its original purpose as a place 
of burial is the ‘best way’ to preserve its special character, 
as a landscape for spiritual replenishment.

At Highgate Cemetery, sustaining this historic fabric 
means appreciating particular architectural, cultural and 
scientific value of interwoven built and organic form. 
Managing change that is inevitable, caused by natural 
processes of growth and decay, as well as the wear and 
tear of use, is one element of the endeavour. The other, 
is to imagine the sensitive intervention that enables the 

landscape to continue as a burial ground while adapting 
to changing circumstances as a result of climate change.  
Conservation principles established in The Conservation 
Management Plan sets the direction of travel, judging 
how heritage values are vulnerable to change, mediating 
between conservation options if action to sustain one 
heritage value conflicts with another, while meanwhile, 
that the place retains its authenticity and unique charm. 

In planning for the future, it is also important to recognise 
that the cemetery now provides a sanctuary for nature - 
hidden habitats of great value that provide perfect places 
for wildlife to thrive within the urban environment. It is 
the lack of intensive management, as in other urban green 
spaces, that attracts birds, wildflowers and more elusive 
mammals, that in turn provides contact with nature in 
the city. Therefore, in defining a landscape masterplan, 
the interrelationship of design intent and management 
prescription is critical. The assessment of the ecological 
value in granular detail related to historic gravestones 
is of equal importance. This includes appreciating the 
specific microclimatic conditions the monuments create. 
Variations in substrate, drainage and vegetation create 
niches of variable shade, shelter, exposure and thermal 
capacity. Eroded material of low nutrient medium where 
ruderal and nutrient intolerant wildflowers thrive. 
Cracks and crevices, voids and cavities that provide 
for invertebrates, birds and bats. The opportunities 
for research in this respect should be identified and 
promoted. The proposed management should be based 
on evidence and must be continuously monitored, as the 
landscape is alive and continually evolving. 

For this, clearly defined design guidance for ecological 
impact assessment, positioning, style and materials is 
needed to:

• Provide a variety of burial and memorial options 
with design guidance appropriate to each area, 
which might limit the materiality of the gravestones 
to preserve the character of the cemetery, 
particularly in sensitive areas

• Protect the character of the areas alongside 
drives and key paths, avoiding new memorials in 
historically open space, maintaining memorials in 
character where extant nearby

• Maintain verges in front of the substantial ‘first 
class’ memorials along drives, while considering 
creative use for burial such as unmarked or 

minimal designed markers, with a fee structure that 
relates to prominence

• Ensure any available plots along the main drives, 
the priority areas in the memorials scoping studies, 
follow design precedent in terms of size and 
materials, including reused memorial with new 
inscription, which could command the highest fees 

• Create more open ecological areas in the inner 
zones, as in a woodland cemetery, where graves 
can be reused with re-engraved memorials or even 
without memorials

• Consider the integration of lawn graves and the use 
of the banks along Neurath Path, Cuttings Road 
and Mound Road with careful design guidance
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PRINCIPLE 3 | ENHANCING THE VISITOR EXPERIENCE

Highgate Cemetery is of international notoriety and is 
passionately loved by Londoners. It is a force-field. A 
meeting place of past and future aspiration, known for its 
overgrown ‘gothic’ aspect, old mausoleums and catacombs. 
It is an ambiguous place that inspires those who appreciate 
an otherworldly atmosphere, away from frenetic urban life.

As a rich tapestry of features of evidential, historic, aesthetic 
and communal value, the cemetery is an exotic, even bizarre 
romantic garden of sombre memorial, contrived vistas and 
gently curving rides within a landscape that has reverted to 
woodland. For those with an interest in geology, wildlife, 
trees, plants, history or sculpture, the cemetery offers 
something exceptional to every visitor, including:

• Beautiful and unusual places to walk, of unique 
character, in a setting that is simultaneously 
nature reserve, urban forest and a place of quiet 
communication

• A repository of magnificent monuments and 
buildings, from churches, chapels and elaborate 
mausoleums to individual graves, traditional, quirky 
and symbolic

• An array of rock specimens chosen to memorialise 
human life carved in stone, aging elegantly in the 
face of the elements, some polished others granular, 
providing a substrate for communities of mosses 
and lichen  

• A library of epitaphs and exotic names of people 
and places, reminders of the lives of ordinary and 
extraordinary people and social histories

• Collections of touching, poetic inscriptions and 
texts that underpin community identity and 
symbolise wider cultural values 

• Dark tourism and nuanced social space, mediating 
between the living and the dead, creating complex 
experiences that are deeply meaningful, providing 
for personal and emotional geographies, the 
cemetery creates atmospheres that are continually 
fluid 

Quiet enjoyment of the permanent and ephemeral qualities 
of the place should be accessible to visitors young and old, 
whether local community or from afar. Orientation and 
discovery of the place should be aided by wayfinding that 
helps both visitors who are familiar with the cemetery 
as well as new visitors who do not know the layout – 
inspiring, informative and suggestive. It should support 
and enhance the architectural and landscape experience. 
A virtuous circle of understanding, valuing, caring and 
enjoying5 designed with quiet dignity and integrity. The 

same principles applying to associated interpretation and 
branding, all in one hand.

Further key aspects that could contribute to enhancing 
the visitor experience include:

• Re-creating viewpoints and vistas to transform 
the appreciation of the cemetery could start with 
slot views related to re-establishing in the longer 
term, sight lines from key viewpoints, particularly 
the West Cemetery terrace and NE corner of East 
Cemetery, where the best views can be found, 
leading to longer term selective clearance and 
reinstatement of at least some of the more open 
character. There are spots where you can still get 
stunning long views, at least in winter

• Creating the opportunity for a new viewpoint from 
the retaining wall in the NW corner of the cemetery 
over Central London

• Enhancing accessibility and identifying routes 
for strategic transformation. This is a significant 
issue and includes improving physical access to 
areas currently out of bounds, addressing surface 
materials and threshold conditions working with 
the natural gradients, to allow the site to absorb a 
greater number of visitors comfortably

• Providing lighting for after-dark navigation while 
respecting heritage, wildlife and dark sky, with 
trigger sensors and the potential for integrated data 
cabling to provide deeper layers of user information

• Introducing more places to sit and contemplate, 
write and sketch, in a hierarchy of furniture 
approaches and types, with a clear and unifying 
story, recognising furniture as a fundamental 
human moment for repose, therapeutic pleasure, 
which should be beautifully designed and carefully 
integrated in the landscape, to add real value to how 
the place is enjoyed and perceived.

‘The historic environment is constantly changing, but each 
significant part of it represents a finite resource. If it is not 
sustained, not only are its heritage values eroded or lost, 
but so is its potential to give distinctiveness, meaning and 
quality to the places in which people live, and provide 
people with a sense of continuity and a source of identity. 
The historic environment is a social and economic asset 
and a cultural resource for learning and enjoyment.’6
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PRINCIPLE 4 | ACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF TREES AND WOODLAND

The art is in the balance of retained wildwood, formal 
planting interventions and picturesque moments to enhance 
biodiversity, diversify woodland structure, restore historic 
character, reinstate views and vistas. A set of dynamic and 
contrived variables to reinforce the unique character of 
the cemetery.

There are only a few trees of any age or great significance.  
In the West this includes yews, two young cedars and one 
Corsican pine.  These deserve active management and more 
space within which to mature and could be reinforced 
along the main drive to mark junctions and enhance the 
distinctive character.

Tree and woodland management need to be based on an 
understanding of the benefits and importance of tree cover 
to the character and biodiversity of the cemetery, against 
the risks and consequences of tree failure. It is likely that 
this would be reflected in different management regimes 
for the East and West Cemeteries and for a transitional 
approach to management.

A tree risk and benefit assessment tied into landscape, 
biodiversity and heritage objectives must underpin the 
Landscape Action Plan. Most evidence of Ash dieback 
seems to be occurring in young to semi-mature ash with 
evidence of greater resistance in older tree stock. We 
advocate an informed approach which balances assessment 
of the resistance and significance of tree cover with effective 
management of the spread of dieback.

To do this, we appreciate that there are huge sensitivities 
associated. The management of the tree population requires 
free flowing communication and community engagement. 
We would advocate for a series of on-site talks that explain 
the approach to localised ‘disturbance’7 – an integral part 
of natural forest process - instigating specific design 
and management objectives for each character area and 
compartment, creating space for new trees to enter the 
canopy.  Management would be driven by regeneration, 
succession and recycling, including:

• Progressively and locally reducing the dominance of 
ash and sycamore, promoting diversity and climate 
change resilience through mimicking the natural act 
of ‘disturbance’, defined in forestry terms as ‘events 
making growing space available’ 

• Selective coppicing or thinning understorey within 
each woodland compartment

• Haloing of important specimen trees and protection 
of saplings, which can then be transplanted

• Creating a more open understorey especially in 

areas dominated by a monoculture of cherry laurel 
that stifles natural regeneration

• Encouraging natural regeneration in the canopy 
‘gaps’8 created by the acts of disturbance, to create 
particular forms of patch habitat of various size, 
where woodland ground flora, scarified ground, 
localised hollows, enhanced with rubble and wood 
piles can stimulate various ecosystem responses

We appreciate that any tree removal is sensitive. However, 
approached with an open attitude, we believe the multiple 
benefits of creating openings and interferences in the 
seemingly ‘settled forest condition’ can be accepted and 
supported. This process can also open grave space and 
lost paths, provide for disease control, create more diverse 
habitats and generate a supply chain of recycled timber 
on-site for community use. 

New tree planting would reinstate the distinctive historic 
landscape character while diversifying the tree stock 
for disease resistance and climate change adaptation. A 
progressive transformation through selective tree removal 
and tree planting, establishing strategic groupings of 
evergreen trees of notable form and texture. Conifers that 
retain their foliage through the winter for historic reference, 
not only in terms of the symbolising eternal life but also 
in the triumph of life over darkness.

These specimens, clumps and groupings would 
progressively restructure the landscape in a long-term 
vision for a significant pinetum that could establish the 
cemetery as an arboretum. A collection of distinguished 
trees and shrubs of arboricultural interest that could be 
seen distinctly from a distance. An arboretum that harkens 
back to Loudon’s planting principles and the gardenesque 
style he advocated celebrating both the natural and formal 
use of plants and trees. At the same time, setting in motion 
the protection and propagation of seedlings from older tree 
specimens, including any disease resistant ash.
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PRINCIPLE 5 | PROTECTING AND ENHANCING BIODIVERSITY

‘In the light of our growing sense of the interdependencies 
of life a more hospitable attitude towards the rest of natural 
creation might perhaps be an apter response’ 9

Biodiversity creates rich new forms of landscape potential 
and memorial setting, the wildness creating an immersive 
aesthetic. An untamed setting where paradise might 
exist. Where the process of decomposition and carbon 
sequestration provides an optimistic vision of renewed 
life, urban refugia and a multi-specie city.

We believe many interventions could work in harmony 
with the designed landscape for ecological benefit. For 
instance, creating more variety of open and closed spaces 
and attendant flora could heighten the drama of the 
design, provide more visual interest, spaces to explore and 
generally enhance the visitor experience.  There is clearly 
water moving through and below the site and bringing 
some of this to the surface would add another layer of 
interest building on ecological and hydrological links with 
Waterlow Park and other significant local green space such 
as Hampstead Heath.

We envisage the creation of a range of woodland habitats 
through a transition from woodland edge on the main 
routes, to lower intervention woodlands in less accessible 
areas. More light to the woodland floor will diversify the 
woodland structure, allowing windblown trees to create 
natural clearings, recognising the importance of dead 
wood habitat as part of the life cycle of the cemetery. We’d 
like to trial the monitoring of natural regeneration rather 

than planting habitats in certain areas, instigating close 
monitoring to inform management.

Thousands of gravestones and monuments create a myriad 
of mini-microclimates, soil and substrate variations around 
each monument with significant ecological opportunity. 
Monuments tend to baffle wind, creating warm glades for 
thermophilic invertebrates.

• Exposure, heat and thermal capacity creates the 
conditions for certain invertebrates, bats and 
reptiles

• The physical and chemical variation in the soils 
and substrates creates surfaces for epiphytes due to 
differing aspects

• Skeletal soil of eroded materials creates conditions 
for open mosaic habitats characterised by ruderal 
vegetation

• Planting for nectar-feeding invertebrates, synergistic 
with basking areas on substrate can also benefit 
seed-eating birds

• Variations in drainage associated with slope and 
barriers to surface water movement created by 
structures and woody material creates moisture and 
humidity for plants and invertebrates

PRINCIPLE 6 | PROMOTING RESILIENCE IN THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Geology, soils and the hydrological cycle underlie the 
essential character of the cemetery and form its critical 
infrastructure in responding to climate change.  The 
evidence of the rising of the Fleet and its various sources 
within the site is visceral. A changing climate means that 
with more frequent storm events, the management train 
of surface water should not only be expressed but, we 
believe, should form a key component in structuring the 
landscape and creating moments of delight. Daylighting 
the flow of surface water holds much potential on a site 
of significant topographical change. This approach of 
sustainable drainage also responds to best practice in 
mitigating soil erosion, enhancing biodiversity, amenity 
and water quality.

The intersection of Bagshot gravels and London Clay creates 
a landscape of springs in and around the cemetery and 
adjacent nearby open space. The Landscape masterplan 

should promote an attitude of up-stream thinking where 
culverted and piped drainage runs are opened up where 
feasible, to create a network of charming rills and channels 
where water can dance downhill connected to areas of 
specific attenuation and bioretention. Where verges exist, 
these can act as filter strips in slowing the flow with sections 
of pathways de-paved to increase porosity and offer habitat 
creation opportunities associated with water and wetlands.

Below ground within the soils, the decomposition processes 
are complex. The cemetery represents a special kind of 
landfill where small quantities of organic waste are placed 
below the surface level and covered with soil. No new 
ground is created, yet an excess of overburden accumulates, 
with vertical variation in time and space as new interments 
will sit on previously filled or collapsed soil and grave 
structure. We wish to revisit desk-based research as a result 
of site investigations and produce a strategic assessment 
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demonstrating the relevance of the hydrology to the 
historic development. This will also demonstrate how the 
proposed masterplan and subsequent design can fit into 
the sustainable hydrological management of a cemetery 
fit for the 21st century.

Our landscape masterplan process would carry the mantra 
that every action must fulfil multiple purposes and zero 
waste, exemplifying the principles of the Circular Economy 
to create greater resilience. For instance, tree removal 
must also serve to:

• diversify the tree stock for climate change 
adaptation

• open a view

• save heritage

• recycle felled timber

• engage the community in woodland management 
and wood craft skills

Sustainability must underpin every action. The UKGC 
Net Zero Carbon definition highlights the importance of 
delivering development in a way that reduces embodied 
carbon and promotes the effective use of existing assets. 
Although the GLA only requires a Circular Economy 
Statement as part of a referable application, Highgate 
Cemetery should consider preparing one to demonstrate 
best practice in keeping high value resources within the 
supply chain for as long as possible and minimising waste. 
Buro Happold is contributing to leading thinking on this 
agenda through membership of the UKGBC Circular 
Economy task group.

The Landscape masterplan provides the opportunity to act 
at a strategic and granular level in terms of sustainability, 
including:

• Establishing relationships and trust to underpin 
the landscape masterplan process and form a 
critical foundation to the project with community 
engagement at the core, demonstrating social value 

• Instigating the creative re-use of the many stone 
fragments, broken kerbs for paving or to create 
retaining walls

• Recycling felled timber on site for structures and 
furniture including ash, following guidance by 
Forest Research

• Taking the opportunity if excavating for new 
underground buildings to explore the possibility of 
integrating ground source heat pumps

• Sequestering carbon not just by tree planting, 
particularly conifers, but also in the soil, especially 
through the creation of wet meadows

• Daylighting surface water

• Specifying a variety of trees resilient to disease 
and climate change such as Mediterranean species, 
conifers and resistant elms

• Recycling materials generated on site for footpath 
edging, mulching, habitat creation

• Recycling and composting materials that might 
be constrained by available space, promoting 
local partnership working with LB Camden, 
English Heritage at Kenwood or City of London 
on Hampstead Heath, where yard space might be 
shared

• Investing in training and skills, working with 
the in-house gardening team, adapting skills 
to the changing character and management of 
the Cemetery, possibly with a training partner 
such as Capel Manor to create bespoke training 
programmes for the gardening team and an 
educational resource for colleges

• Exploring the potential to partner with other 
London-wide and national initiatives such as 
the Urban Nature Project at the Natural History 
Museum, as a case study exemplar in urban 
woodland management

• Rationalising maintenance facilities requirements 
to ensure adequate provision for long-term 
stewardship

1, 2. Keeping Highgate Cemetery Alive, Friends of Highgate 
 Cemetery Trust, 2019
3.  Highgate Conservation Area Appraisal, London 
 Borough of Camden, 2007
4. Conservation Principles Policies and Guidance For the
 Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment, 
 Historic England, 2008
5. Historic England Places Strategy, 2018
6. Conservation Principles Policies and Guidance For the 
 Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment, 
 Historic England, 2008
7, 8. Natural Woodland: Ecology and Conservation in
 Northern Temperate Regions, George F. Peterken, 1996
9. Richard Mabey
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PHASE 2

PHASE 1

Lottery funding would bring about opportunities to 
undertake more in-depth tree and ecology surveys than 
might otherwise be possible.  This would also create the 
opportunity to bring forward some planned management, 
provided this is working towards clear design and 
management objectives. 

There is a benefit and harm balance. There might be 
a temptation to bring forward operations and Lottery 
funding that would enable more substantial interventions, 
but the need to ensure works are completed within grant 
timescales reduces timeframes to monitor the effectiveness 
of works to inform next steps.
  
Without Lottery funding management is likely to remain 
more reactive. In this case it will be more important to 
identify the locations where interventions will provide 
the most benefit. These indicative phasing diagrams 
illustrate an initial approach to phasing of capital and 
management and maintenance works across the east and 
west Cemeteries. The timings of these phases would need to 
be explored in more detail with the client but we anticipate 
that it would be beneficial to extend beyond the normal 5 

year NHLF funding programme to and initial period of 25 
years to enable an incremental and sensitive approach to 
trees, ecology, heritage significance and user experience. 
There may also be opportunities for advanced packages of 
works to showcase our approach to woodland management 
to engage the local community and stakeholders to develop 
support.

Our approach would be to tackle priority areas in phase 
1, which would include:
• Entry and arrival spaces 
• Primary pathways
• Dispersed woodland compartments where benefits 

are multiple; habitat enhancement, opportunities for 
infill burials +75 years, view re-establishment and 
priority monument restoration works

• Infrastructure works to harness the potential of water 
across the site and promote the circular economy 
principles

• Work associated with architectural enhancements 
and new interventions

Phase 2  and 3 would follow after habitat works have started 
to established from the previous phase.

Our team has extensive experience of supporting clients 
through the NHLF grant application process. We have 
contributed to the successful application process for 
Pitzhanger Manor and Walpole Park for Ealing Council, 
Marble Hill Park for English Heritage and the Urban 
Nature Project for the Natural History Museum.

On each project we have supported the client/ project 
manager on the preparation of the expression of interest, 
stage 1, stage 2 applications and project reporting. This 
has included preparing descriptive text for inclusions 
in applications and reports, costings to support capital 
and revenue budget allocation and illustrative material 
for presentations. We are aware of the programmatic 
requirements of this process and will be able to deliver 
information in a timely manner, which on occasion maybe 
in advance of the RIBA workstage deadlines.

PHASING

NHLF GRANT APPLICATION

PHASE 3
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Our team structure is as per our stage 1 submission with 
the addition of two members that we have added to our 
team. Illustrated in the diagram below.

A&RME
A&RMÉ have passion for the historic environment and a 
motivation to contribute positively towards its stewardship.  
We believe that even the most significant and sensitive 
places must evolve over time, and ‘breathing new life into 
them’ is a theme which underpins all our work. 

PFB Construction Management Services
PFB Construction Management provide Principal Designer 
and CDM Advice to our team.

All of our sub-consultants have allowed for an initial 
assessment and analysis within their proposals for stage 1-3 
to support a planning application and NHLF submission. 
In some cases further surveys will be required, subject to 
pre-application discussions with the local authority and 
statutory consultees. A number of specialist surveys will 
also be required to support the work of our design team 
which will provide a complete and robust baseline, we will 
support the client and project manager in commission 
these surveys.

Our proposal is based on the target programme dates 
provided with in ‘Landscape S2 Invitation to Tender’ and 
an anticipated capital budget of £5-6m. Our initial thoughts 
on key areas of investment are described in this report and 
on the competition boards.

TEAM

PROJECT LEAD

J&L Gibbons
Landscape Architects

PFB

CLIENT

Friends of Highgate Cemetery 
Trust

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Historic England
London Boroughs of 

Camden, Haringey and 
Islington

Resident and interest groups
Statutory Consultees
Funding providers

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

Land Management Services
Ecology Consultancy
Sarah Couch Historic 

Landscapes
J&L Gibbons

TECHNICAL ENGINEERING

Buro Happold

TECHNICAL LANDSCAPE TEAM

J&L Gibbons
Hydreau

Ecology Consultancy

NATURAL RESOURCES, TREES, 
ECOLOGY & WATER

Ecology Consultancy
Hydreau

Buro Happold

HISTORIC LANDSCAPES

Sarah Couch Historic 
Landscapes 

J&L Gibbons
A&RME

SUSTAINABILITY

Buro Happold
Hydeau

COST MANAGEMENT

Hennessey Godden

DESIGN, 
ACCESSIBILITY & 

WAYFINDING

Pentagram
Buro Happold

MONUMENTS AND 
GRAVES

A&RME 
Taylor Pearce

Team structure

Underpinned by technical knowledge

Procure and coordinate

Coordinate closely

Other consultants

OTHER 
CONSULTANTS

tbc
Soil Scientist

Access consultancy

SURVEYS
tbc

Geotechnical
Addition topographic

Condition survey


